Serum levels of citalopram and its main metabolites in adolescent patients treated in a naturalistic clinical setting.
The prescribing of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors for adolescents is extensive despite the fact that there are few pharmacokinetic (PK), efficacy, safety, or tolerability studies on this group. This study reports the PK findings from two trials in adolescents treated with citalopram (CIT) in naturalistic clinical settings: one retrospective and one prospective. The aim of our study was to describe serum concentrations of CIT, desmethylcitalopram (DCIT), and didesmethylcitalopram (DDCIT) (trough values in steady state) in adolescents in relation to daily dose and clinical information obtained from therapeutic drug monitoring request forms. Altogether, 44 patients younger than 21 years were scrutinized using this combined open-label approach. The main findings were that (1) there was a pronounced interindividual variability of serum CIT, DCIT, and DDCIT concentrations in all doses prescribed, in agreement with previous studies on adults; on correcting for dose, the coefficient of variance was about 50% for CIT, DCIT, and DDCIT; (2) the transformation of CIT to DCIT and of DCIT to DDCIT was similar within the dose range 20 to 60 mg/day; (3) there was a difference between the sexes on comparing the dose-corrected concentrations of CIT and DCIT, with girls presenting significantly higher values than boys; and (4) there was a strong dose-serum concentration relationship in three identified subgroups of adolescents: (a) nonsmokers (CIT, r(2) = 0.71; DCIT, r(2) = 0.81), (b) girls not taking oral contraceptives (CIT, r(2) = 0.75; DCIT, r(2) = 0.71,), and (c) girls in the last 14 days of the menstrual cycle (CIT, r(2) = 0.68; DCIT, r(2) = 0.64). In summary, the present study tentatively supports influences of sex, oral contraceptives, and smoking habits on the disposition of CIT in younger patients. Hence, future studies on CIT should assess these parameters.